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ABSTRACT 
Three kinds of noncommutative Gonshor genetic algebras are defined and 
characterized in terms of matrices A necessary condition for an algebra to have one of 
these properties is the semicommutativity of a set of matrices representing the left 
(and the right) transformations induced by basis elements. For Gonshor genetic 
algebras which are interpretable, bounds for the train roots of the algebra are given. In 
terms of matrices this result yields bounds for the eigenvalues of a set of certain 
stochastic semicommutative matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let % be an n-dimensional algebra over a field K. Let ai,. . . , an be a basis 
of 9l with respect to which the multiplication in % reads 
n 
aiai = x Yijkak, i,i=l >..‘, n. (1.1) 
k=l 
Instead of the n3 multiplication constants yiik, i, i, k= 1,. . . , n, the multiplica- 
tion in % can be described by the n matrices 
rp:=(yiik),;k’ i=l,...,n, (1.2) 
corresponding to the left transformations induced by the basis elements 
al,..., a n, whereby we have prearranged to write elements of 116 ” as columns 
and hence matrices as left operators. The right transformations induced by 
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Thereby these two sets of n matrices given by (1.2) and (1.3) determine one 
another by the property that the ith column of r/‘) equals the ith column of 
r:‘), i.e. 
I.%. = r.Q 
11 1 8) 
i, i=l ,...,n, (I.4 
where ei:=(O ,..., O,l,O ,..., 0)r is the ith unit vector, i= 1,. . . , n. 
In terms of these matrices the properties of commutativity and associativ- 
ity of 9l can be expressed as follows: The algebra % is commutative if and 
only if the matrices I’!‘) , and r!‘) coincide for all i= 1,. . . , n. In this case we I 
define 
ri:=ri(i) (=r/r)), i=l,...,n, (1.5) 
and from the above stated relation between r/i) and I;‘) it follows that the jth 
column of Ii equals the ith column of Ii, i, i= 1,. . . , n. 
The algebra III is associative if and only if all matrices l?,“), i = 1,. . . , n, 
commute with all matrices r!‘), j= 1,. . . , n, i.e. 
1 
rU)r,Cr) =rjr)p 
1 1 1 1’ 
i,i=l,..., n. 0.6) 
Those algebras occurring in the context of genetics, in general, are not 
associative, but they have other additional properties, which also can be 
expressed in terms of these matrices. It turns out that there is a strong 
relationship between Gonshor genetic algebras and semicommutative matrices; 
cf. Sec. 3. 
2. SEMICOMMUTATIVE MATRICES 
In the following let 9J?JOg) denote the algebra of all n X n matrices over H. 
Furthermore let H{X,,..., X,} be the algebra of all polynomials in r associa- 
tive, noncommuting indeterminates Xi,. . . , X, over DQ, in which two monomi- 
als are multiplied by writing them side by side. 
It is an old problem in matrix theory to find conditions under which r 2 2 
matrices A,,..., A, of !lJ? ,(Da) have the Frobenius property (so called by 
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Drazin [3]), i.e., there exists an ordering of the eigenvalues h’p’ of A,, 
p=l,..., r, such that every matrix polynomial 
f(A 1,...> A,), fWX,,...> x,), 
has eigenvalues f( x’,“, . . . , A({‘), i = 1,. . . , n. 
In 1896 Frobenius [5] proved that the commutativity of every pair of 
matrices from A,, . . . , A, is a sufficient condition for this property. Later 
McCoy [12] and Williamson [16] gave weaker sufficient conditions. 
In 1936 McCoy [13] succeeded in giving two necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the Frobenius property if the underlying field is algebraically 
closed. Later Goldhaber and Whaples [6] extended McCoy’s theorem to 
arbitrary fields. Before we will state this theorem let us give the following 
DEFINITION. A,,..., A, E’%!,(H) are called semicommutatiue if all 
matrices 
f( A 1>“‘> A,)(AiA/-AiAi)> i, i=l >..., r> fEW,,...,X,), 
(2.1) 
are nilpotent. 
This property has been introduced by McCoy [13] without special name. 
If the characteristic of the underlying field is zero, then this property 
generalizes the concept of quasicommutativity of matrices (cf. McCoy [12], 
Drazin, Dungey and Gruenberg [4]). (Differing from McCoy, Marcus and 
Mint [ 111 called matrices with (2.1) quasicommutative.) 
THEOREM 1 (McCoy [13], Goldhaber and Whaples [6]). For every sef of 
r> 2 matrices A l,. . . , A, over H the following properties are equivalent: 
(1) Al,..., A, have the Frobenius property. 
(2) Al,..., A, are semicommutative. 
(3) There exists an algebraic extension field IL of K over which the 
matrices A,,..., A, can be transformed simultaneously into lower triangular 
form. 
3. GENETIC ALGEBRAS 
The concept of algebras in genetics has been introduced by Etherington 
[l]. For a comprehensive discussion of this concept we refer to [17]. In the 
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following we will give several definitions concerning algebras occurring in 
genetics and we will state equivalent characterizations in terms of matrices. 
Again let CZL be an n-dimensional algebra over K, which need not be 
commutative or associative. The following definition has been given by 
Etherington [ 11. 
DEFINITION. 2l is called a baric algebra if it admits a nontrivial algebra 
homomorphism w: 8 +lK. Then w is called a weight homomorphism, a 
weight function, or briefly a weight. 
In every bark algebra 2 one can choose a basis a,, . . . , a, of elements of 
weight 1. With respect to this basis the multiplication constants yijk given by 
(1.1) satisfy 
On the other hand, if there exists a basis with respect to which the multiplica- 
tion constants satisfy (3.1), then ‘2l is a bark algebra. In terms of matrices this 
says that 2l is a baric algebra if and only if there exists a basis whose 
corresponding left (right) transformations are represented by matrices each 
with column sum equal to 1. 
It has turned out that many of those algebras occurring in genetics are 
train algebras, genetic algebras, or even special train algebras, (Etherington 
[l, 21, Schafer [14]). In the commutative case the intermediate class of genetic 
algebras has been characterized in several ways (Gonshor [7], Holgate [9]). 
Since noncommutative algebras also occur in genetics, it was necessary to 
generalize the concept of genetic algebras to the noncommutative case. In the 
following we will give several generalizations of Gonshor’s characterization, 
which has been turned out to be the most practical one. 
DEFINITION. Let !Jl be an algebra over K, and let ci,. . . , c, be a basis of 
% L : = i?l C3 H IL, where k is an extension field of 04. Let the multiplication table 
be given by 
n 
cici = z hii&, i, j= 1 >..., n. 
k=l 
(3.2) 
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(A) The algebra is called weakly left (right) Gonshor genetic if the field IL 
and the basis can be chosen such that 
A,,, =l, hlik=O for k<i, 
hiik =0 for i>l and k<j 
(~lll=l~ Ailk= for k<i, 
(3.3) 
Xiik=O for j>l and ksi). 
(B) The algebra % is called left (right) Gonshor genetic if it is weakly left 
(right) Gonshor genetic and if, in addition, the basis can be chosen such that 
Xiik =o if i, j>l and k&max(i,i). (3.4) 
(C) The algebra is called Gonshor genetic if % is left and right Gonshor 
genetic with respect to the same basis. 
If % has one of the above properties, then cl,. . . , c, is called a canonical basis 
of flu, and X1,,=l,A,,, (h,,,,Xili), i=2,...,n, are the left (right) train 
roots of rU. 
Let us denote the matrices corresponding to the left and right transforma- 
tions induced by basis elements cl,. . . , c, with multiplication constants Xi+, 
i, i, k=l,..., n, by 
Ac~):=(hiik),~k, i=l,..., 12, Ay:=(hiik)‘,’ j=l,..., n. (3.5) 
In terms of matrices the three kinds of Gonshor genetic algebras can be 
characterized as follows, where in cases (A) and (B) we only characterize the 
left property. 
(A) % is weakly left Gonshor genetic if and only if the field and the basis 
can be chosen such that the matrices A(r), i = 1,. . . , n, are lower triangular 
matrices, A((:) having 1 as first diagonal element and A(!‘, i =2,. . . , n, being 
nilpotent. 
(B) % is left Gonshor genetic if and only if A(!‘, i= 1,. . . , n, are lower 
triangular, A (:) having 1 as first diagonal element and the remaining matrices 
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being of the form 
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O1 * I . . 0 
I . 
A(!) = ’ 0 
--t---_____ i:I> i=2 >*.*> n. I 
I 0 
*; * . . . 0 
L 1 0, 
Then, in view of the abovementioned relation between the matrices A(:), 
i=l,..., n, and R’,‘), i= 1,. . . , n, we know that 11(i), . . . , A’,) are nilpotent 
lower triangular matrices, too. About A({) we only know that 
( 
1 0 ... 0 
A$‘) = 
* * 1. 
(C) % is Gonshor genetic if and only if A(:), A(:), i = 1,. . . , n, are lower 
triangular matrices ti:) and A(‘;) both having 1 as first diagonal element and 
the remaining ma&es being nilpotent. 
Assume that the algebra % is weakly left (right) Gonshor genetic over an 
extension field IL of H, and let ci,. . . , c,, be a canonical basis. In view of 
x 111=1 and hiil=O for (i,j)#(l,l), the mapping w:YIL+tL defined by 
o(cl):=l,o(ci):=O, i=2 ,..., n, and its linear extension onto 911, is an 
algebra homomorphism. Since % is an algebra over H, the restriction of w to 
9l yields a nontrivial algebra homomorphism from % to K. Hence ‘11 is a baric 
algebra. 
Although a canonical basis of a weakly left (right) Gonshor genetic 
algebra, in general, is not uniquely determined, the multiplication constants 
Xiii (Airi), i=l,..., n, are the same for every canonical basis, they are the 
characteristic roots of any left (right) transformation with an element of unit 
weight. This follows immediately from the characterization of weakly left 
(right) Gonshor genetic algebras in terms of matrices. 
Hence in a Gonshor genetic algebra the characteristic roots of every 
polynomial 
Y(.(cx,,&Z ,...> “Jt,,), j-‘EK{X,,..., x,> 
with an arbitrary T EN, in left and right transformations 
is, : y~xy and 3 * : y~yx, YE%> 
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insofar as they depend on x1,. . . , xv, depend only on the weights 
o(xr),..., w(x,), i.e., the algebra is genetic in the sense of Schafer [14]. For 
commutative algebras this characterization is also sufficient (see Gonshor [7]), 
but in the noncommutative case it is, in general, not sufficient, as was pointed 
out in [17, Sec. 51. 
From the relation between multiplication tables with respect to two bases 
of $2L and Theorem I, we can deduce the following characterizations of the 
several kinds of Gonshor genetic algebras. The implication (Cl) -(C2) has 
already been pointed out by Holgate [IO]. 
THEOREM 2. Let % be a baric algebra with weight homomorphism o. Let 
r”’ 1 , . . . , ri’) and l?(i), . . . , r(,l) be the matrices corresponding to left and right 
transformations induced by basis elements of weight 1. Then the properties 
(Ai), i=l,2,3, are equivalent, as are (Bi), i=l,2,3, and (Ci), i=l,2,3. 
(Al) 9l is a weakly left Gonshor genetic. 
(A2) The matrices l?j’), . . . , II’;‘) can be simultaneously transformed into 
lower triangular matrices with the same diagonal. 
(A3) The matrices rl(l),. . . , r,!l) are semicommutative, and r/l) - ,;I’, 
i,j=l ,...> 72, are nilpotent. 
(Bl) ‘u is left Gonshor genetic. 
(B2) There exists a nonsingular matrix S such that SI’j”S’, i= I,..., T, 
are lower triangular matrices with the same diagonal and the matrices 
Sr!r)S -1 i= 1 
diagonal.’ 
>..., r, are identical in the upper triangular part including the 
(B3) The matrices ri’),..., I?:‘) are semicommutative, and the matrices 
r!l) _ r,(l) r!r) _ r,(r) 
, I ’ t 1 
, i,i=l >..., 72, are nilpotent. 
(Cl) ‘9l is Gonshor genetic. 
(C2) The matrices r, (” I?:‘) can be simultaneously transformed by a , 
matrix S, say, into lower triangular matrices, both sets {SI’,“‘S -’ 1 i = I,. . . , n} 
and {ST,“)S1(i=l,..., n} with identical diagonals. 
(C3) The matrices I?/‘), r,(r), i = I,. . . , r, are semicommutative, and ril) - 
r,(l) r!r) -r,(r) i i= 1 
1 ’ 1 I > 7 >.**, n, are nilpotent. 
Proof. Let a,,...,a, be the basis of 8 of elements of weight 1 which 
induces the left and right transformations represented by Tj”,. . . , I?:” and 
r-y), . . . , r-p, respectively, with respect to this basis. 
I. Assume that % is weakly left Gonshor genetic. Let cl,. . ., c,, be a 
canonical basis of 3, with multiplication constants hiik, i, j, k= I,..., n. 





ai = 2 uiici, j=l,...,n. (3.6) 
i=l 
In view of w(cr)=l and w(c,)=O, i=2,...,n, we have uii=l for all 
i=l,..., n. The matrices I’!‘) and A(“) I p, i,p=l ,...> n, are related by the 
equations 
n 
sry’s -l = 2 upiq, i=l,...,n. (3.7) 
p=l 
Since tin 1 , . . . , A$ are lower triangular matrices, since A$!), . . . , A$ are nilpo 
tent, and since ali = 1 for all i= 1,. . . , n, we obtain that all matrices Sl’,!‘)S -l, 
i = 1,. . . , n, are lower triangular matrices with the same diagonal 
(1, A 122,...,hlnn). Hence (m) is valid. The equivalence of (A2) and (A3) 
follows from Theorem 1. We finish the first part of the proof by verifying the 
implication (A2)*(Al). Assume that the matrices l?j’), . . . , ri’) can be simul- 
taneously transformed into lower triangular matrices with the same diagonal. 
The vector (1,. . . , 1) is a common left eigenvector of rj’), . . . , I’,($ correspond- 
ing to the common eigenvalue 1. Hence 
1 0 0 
-YilZ Yi22 -YilZ . ’ . Yin2 -Yil2 
ur.W= I 
-Yiln Yi2n ‘Yiln ’ ’ ’ Yinn -Yiln 
where U is the self-inverse matrix 
1 1 ... 1’ 
U=O-1 0 , 
I 0 “.L1 
From Theorem 1 we obtain that the matrices rl(‘), . . . , ril) are semicommuta- 
tive; hence the (n - 1) X (n - l>matrices l?f’), . . . , f’i’) have the same property. 
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Applying theorem 1 again, we know that there exists an (n - 1) X (n - l)-matrix 
s^ which transforms l?!“, . . . , f’i” simultaneously into lower triangular form. 
The fact that rjl)-r:r), i, j= l,..., n, are nilpotent implies that Sfi!‘)S-r, 
i=l,..., n, have the same diagonal, (A,, . . . , X ,,) say. Hence the matrix 
fj:= l O cr 
i 1 0 s* 
transforms ri’), . . . , r-p simultaneously into lower triangular form 
sp)s -1 =. B 
1 * it i=l,...,n, (3.8) 
with the same diagonal (1, A,, . . . , A,). Denote the elements of the matrix S 
by uii, i, j=l,..., n. Then ari = 1 for all i= 1,. . . , n. For the inverse matrix 
T=(T~~) of S this implies that 
i ~,r=l and i T~~=O for k=2,...,n. (3.9) 
i=l i=l 
We are going to show that 
n 
cj:= 2 riiai, j=l,...,n, (3.10) 
i=l 
form a canonical basis of 21u,. Denote the multiplication constants of ‘21, with 
respect to this basis by hiik, i, j, k= 1,. . . , n, and define the matrices ti:’ = 
(Xi+&, i= 1,. . . , n. Then the matrices Co’ and A’p” are related by (3.7). 
Hence the n3 multiplication constants Xijk satisfy n3 linear equations given by 
i upiA(;)=Bi, i=l,...,n, (3.11) 
p=l 
where by assumption the matrices Bi = ( Piik)r k, i = 1,. . . , n, are lower trian- 
gular matrices with the same diagonal (A,, . . . , A,), A, = 1, i.e. biik =O for 
k<i and piii =Xi for all i = 1,. . . , n. We introduce the vectors 
A+:=(Xlik,..., A,,+) and P,ik:=(Plik’...,Pnik)’ i,k=l,..., n, 
and rewrite (3.11) as 
‘.ikS=P.ik’ i,k=l,..., n. (3.12) 
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The equations (3.12) have a unique solution given by 
h .ik =P.ikT, i,k=l,..., n. 
From P,ii=hi~, with s=(l)..., 1) and the special properties (3.9) of the 
coefficients of T, it follows that 
Tiii=(hi,O )..., o), i=l,...,n, 
i.e. h,,i =hl=l, Xii&, j=2 )...) n, and Xiii =O for i> 1 and i=l,. . . , n. 
For k<i we have P.ik=O, whence A,i, =O, i.e. hi+ =O for k<i and for all 
i. It follows that (3.3) is satisfied, i.e., % is a weakly left Gonshor genetic 
algebra. 
II. The equivalence of (B2) and (B3) is immediate in view of Theorem 1. 
The additional properties of (Bi) compared with (Ai), i= 1,2, can be easily 
verified: If % is left Gonshor genetic, then a basis cr, . . , , c, can be chosen such 
that A(t), A(,?), A(r), i =2,. . . , n, are lower triangular matrices, the first one 
having 1 as first diagonal element and the latter 2( n- 1) matrices being 
nilpotent. Hence in view of (3.7) with (I) instead of cl), the upper triangular 
part of SI’i(‘)S -’ is given by the upper triangular part of ai, A(;) =A({) for 
i=l,...,n. 
On the other hand, assume in addition to (A2) that all matrices 
i apiA;)=: 4, j=l,...,n, 
p=l 
Bi =(&)T k, have the same upper triangular part 
Biik = : CQ) k<i, i= 1,. . . , n. 
In terms of the vectors Xi.k:=(Xi,k ,..., Aink), i,i=l,..., n, this condition 
says 
xi $=aik&, k&i, 
or equivalently 
=n,,(l,O )...) o), k<i, 
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whereby the last equation follows from (3.9). Hence Xiik =O for i>l and 
k<i, and in view of (3.3) the algebra is left Gonshor genetic. 
III. One easily checks that (Cl) implies (CZ). On the other side assume 
(C2), i.e. SY satisfies (A2) for left transformations as well as for right transfor- 
mations. Hence it follows, analogously to part I of the present proof, that % is 
weakly left and right Gonshor genetic with respect to the same basis, and 
hence Tu is Gonshor genetic. Again the equivalence of (C2) and (C3) follows 
with Theorem 1. 
If the algebra 5!l is commutative, then all kinds of Gonshor geneticity 
coincide. 
From Theorem 2 we obtain 
COROLLARY 3. Let 9l be a commutative baric algebra, and let the 
matrices rl,. . . , r,, represent left transformations induced by basis elements of 
weight 1. Then the algebra is Gonshor genetic if and only if the matrices 
r 1,. . , , IT,, are semicommutative and their differences are nilpotent. 
In view of the fact that a commutative algebra % is associative if and only 
if the matrices Ii,. . . , r, are pairwise commutative and the fact that semicom- 
mutativity generalizes commutativity, a commutative genetic algebra is a 
generalized associative one. 
If the characteristic of the underlying field lK is zero, then the matrices 
r 1,“‘, r,, are semicommutative if and only if the Lie algebra generated by 
them is solvable (see McCoy [13]). The latter property is equivalent to the 
fact that the Lie algebra a(%)- is solvable, where X(X) denotes the 
transformation algebra, i.e. the algebra generated by the identity on A and all 
left and right transformations induced by elements of 8. Hence in the case of 
char M = 0 the above corollary coincides with a weaker version of a theorem of 
Holgate [9] which says that a commutative baric algebra % is genetic if and 
only if a( 5%) is solvable and all elements of the kernel of the weight 
homomorphism are nilpotent. 
4. INTERPRETABLE GENETIC ALGEBRAS 
Many of those algebras arising in genetics are defined over the field Iw of 
real numbers, and they possess a basis a,, . . . , a, with respect to which the 
multiplication constants yiik, i, i, k= 1,. . . , n, given by (1.1) are nonnegative 
and satisfy (3.1). Following Heuch [8], we will call the algebra % interpretable 
and say that a,,..., a,, form a natural basis of 5%. One easily checks that a 
natural basis, in general, is not uniquely determined. In view of (3.1) it follows 
that every interpretable algebra is baric. 
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In terms of matrices an interpretable algebra is characterized by the 
property that it possesses a basis whose corresponding left (right) transforma- 
tions are represented by column stochastic matrices. 
Every interpretable algebra 9l with natural basis a,, . . . , a, is a Banach 





i &Ui O<& <l, i & =l 
i=l i=l I 
be the (n - 1)dimensional simplex containing all elements of 9X with nonnega- 
tive coordinates with respect to a given natural basis which are of unit weight. 
Since this simplex is invariant under the continuous mapping XI-+ x2, we know 
from Brouwer’s fixed point theorem that there exists an idempotent of 2l 
which is contained in S. Furthermore in view of the fact that all nontrivial 
norms of R” are topologically equivalent, one can derive the following result 
[17, Sec. 5B]. 
THEOREM 4. Let IX be an ndimensionul interpretable Gonshor genetic 
algebra. Then the left and right train roots apart from A,,, = 1 satisfy 
]Xlii+hili]<l, Jh,ii-h,,i]~l, i=%...,n. 
Since the left and right train roots of a commutative Gonshor genetic 
algebra coincide, we obtain 
COROLLARY 5. Let % be a commutative interpretable Gonshor genetic 
algebra with train roots h,=l, A,,..., A,. Then 
IxilG+T i=2 ,...> 72. 
From Corollary 3 together with Corollary 5 we obtain the following 
statement on matrices. 
THEOREM 6. Let rl,. . ., r,, be column stochastic matrices with the 
property that the j th column of ri equals the i th column of ITi, i, i= 1,. . . , n. 
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If the matrices rl,. . , , r, are semicommutative and their differences ri - ri, 
i,i=l ,..*, n, are nilpotent, then all matrices lYl,. . . , I?,, have the same eigen- 
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